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FOREWORD
This document describes the guidance for the implementation of Common Warfighting
Symbology (MIL-STD-2525) in shipboard tactical and operational displays and is applicable to
both new acquisition and modernization programs. The document provides recommended
visualization options as provided by the standard, tailored for maritime operations. The
document also recommends Navy-specific symbol modifiers that are presently not in MIL-STD2525 but are components of previous Navy tactical symbology sets, including the Naval Tactical
Display System (NTDS) and the Ship Self-Defense System (SSDS).
This document has been reviewed by Robert G. Hill, Head, Engineering and Command
Environment Division, Warfare Systems Department.
Approved by:

REUBEN S. PITTS III, Head
Warfare Systems Department
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1.0 SCOPE
This document provides guidance for the implementation of Common Warfighting
Symbology (MIL-STD-2525) in shipboard tactical and operational displays and is applicable to
both new acquisition and modernization programs. The document provides recommended
visualization options as provided by the standard, tailored for maritime operations. The
document also recommends Navy-specific symbol modifiers that are presently not in MIL-STD2525 but are components of previous Navy tactical symbology sets, including the Naval Tactical
Display System (NTDS) and the Ship Self-Defense System (SSDS). Throughout this guide,
reference to MIL-STD-2525 refers to the most recent iteration, MIL-STD-2525B symbology,
Change 2 (see Reference 1). To download the most recent version of the standard and respective
symbology set, visit the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) MIL-STD-2525 Web site,
<https://www.us.army.mil/suite/portaltop.do?$p=portal.home>.
The contents of this Implementation Guide are applicable to MIL-STD-2525, Section 5,
Detailed Requirements, and the following MIL-STD-2525 appendixes: Appendix A, C2
Symbology: Units, Equipment, and Installations; and Appendix B, C2 Symbology: Military
Operations, which contains information regarding the presentation and display of special points
and tactical graphics. Although relevant, implementation guidance regarding Appendix C,
Meteorological and Oceanographic (METOC) Symbology; Appendix D, Signals Intelligence
Symbology; and Appendix E, Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW) Symbology, is
not specified within the current document. This Implementation Guide was written in compliance
with the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) Common Presentation Layer (CPL)
Specification Style Guide for Human-Computer Interfaces (Reference 2).

2.0 BACKGROUND
MIL-STD-2525 is mandated as the symbology standard for Joint-designated Department of
Defense (DoD) programs. MIL-STD-2525 was derived from the land symbology set
incorporating U.S. Army Field Manual (FM) 1-02/ Marine Corps Reference Publication (MCRP)
5-12A, Operational Terms and Graphics, and maritime symbology derived from the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Standardization Agreement (STANAG) 4420, Display
Symbology and Colours for NATO Maritime Units. MIL-STD-2525 is also harmonized with
NATO STANAG 2019 (APP 6), Military Symbols for Land-Based Systems. Presently, MILSTD-2525 is most widely implemented in Army and Marine Corps systems.
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A preliminary study compared Aegis Display System (ADS)/NTDS symbols and modifiers
to those available in MIL-STD-2525 (Reference 3). Findings from the study included the
following:
1. MIL-STD-2525 provided significantly greater information inherent in the symbols for air
and sea surface vehicular tracks and an approximately equivalent level of information for
subsurface vehicular tracks.
2. A significant proportion of special points and Aegis-specific symbols had no adequate
matches in MIL-STD-2525.
3. Several ADS/NTDS symbol modifiers would require alterations if MIL-STD-2525 were
to be used on an Aegis platform.
Based on these preliminary findings, efforts were directed to bridge the gaps between NTDS
and MIL-STD-2525 symbology to enable implementation of MIL-STD-2525 on current and
future ship classes and combat systems.
To address Navy requirements, revisions, and additions to maritime and air/space,
symbology sets have been incorporated into MIL-STD-2525. Concurrently, the Navy has begun
implementation of MIL-STD-2525 symbology across multiple platforms and systems to include
Virginia-class submarine tactical and navigation displays, the Mine Warfare and Environmental
Decision Aids Library (MEDAL), the Electronic Chart Display and Information System – Navy
(ECDIS-N), the Naval Fire Control System (NFCS), the MH-60 series of helicopters, Helicopter
Mine (HM) Countermeasure Squadrons 14 and 15, the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), and the Global
Command and Control System – Maritime (GCCS-M) Version 4.X, which implements
MIL-STD-2525 as an alternative display system with NTDS. MIL-STD-2525 is also planned
for implementation in both flights of the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) and the next-generation
destroyer, DDG 1000.
The Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD), Human Systems
Integration Branch (W62), has conducted multiple studies on implementing MIL-STD-2525 in
tactical displays within the context of current and future ship classes. The Office of Naval
Research (ONR) and the Program Executive Office Integrated Warfare Systems (PEO IWS)
have been active sponsors of both empirical and operationally realistic usability analyses to
validate that MIL-STD-2525 can meet the requirements of the Navy’s family of combat systems.
Empirical studies conducted at NSWCDD to better understand the characteristics of the
symbols and how they relate to objective human performance measures were developed by
human factors engineers, systems engineers, and Navy subject-matter experts (SMEs) and
incorporated active-duty fleet personnel and SMEs as participants. The majority of research was
conducted with surface ship applications, addressing topics such as symbol colors, symbol frame
and fill, symbol size, speed leaders, commercial aircraft (COMAIR) symbols, engagement
modifiers, new icons, and design for large-screen displays. The results of these studies were used
to formulate the guidelines contained within this Implementation Guide (Section 5.0, Symbol
Characteristics).
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The contents of the Implementation Guide are either in accordance with MIL-STD-2525 or
documented in proposed changes to the standard. Recommendations for changes to MIL-STD2525 have been submitted to both the Navy Symbology Standards Management Committee
(SSMC) voting representative and the SSMC chair. Supporting information for this
Implementation Guide is included in the appendixes. Appendix A was developed to help
standardize the implementation of the new symbol set, the recommended MIL-STD-2525
symbology. Appendix B specifies map background colors and graphical overlays. Appendix C
includes existing discrepancies between the current version of the standard and recommendations
within the Implementation Guide. Appendix D contains luminance/chrominance values for color
displays. Appendix E covers the alternate unfilled color set; Appendix F, the recommended filter
settings; and Appendix G, the Implementation Guide requirements terminology.

3.0

PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is to provide the requisite technical underpinnings for Navy
programs to implement MIL-STD-2525 in a standardized and uniform manner. As the Navy
continues to move toward open architecture and common display components, the common
implementation of MIL-STD 2525 is a key supporting element. The content of this document
provides the means to refine and tailor the symbology standard for maritime operations, as well
as addressing gaps in the standard specific to maritime symbols and modifiers.
The document is intended to provide Navy systems engineering teams the technical
information necessary for developing requirements across the various levels of the specification
tree. For this reason, the information in this document is written as requirement statements,
where the words “shall” and “should” have been carefully chosen. For the areas of the document
that are written as shall statements, we envision that systems engineering teams will treat the
information presented herein as a draft requirement and reiterate the wording in the appropriate
program specification documents. For the areas in this document that are written as “should”
statements, we envision that systems engineering teams will implement the concept, unless
deemed inappropriate for a particular display and/or tactical application. See Appendix G for a
further definition of the requirement statement terms.
The implementation of MIL-STD-2525 as the common tactical display symbology across
warfighting systems can enable the following:
1. Common training requirements across systems due to common symbology
2. Reduced training time due to uniform application across platforms and systems
3. Increased situational awareness due to representation of additional track information
inherent in MIL-STD-2525 track symbols
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4. Opportunities for greater automation and decision support due to increased symbol
filtering capabilities
5. Improved human and total system performance

4.0 SYMBOLOGY DEFINITIONS
Definitions used in this section are excerpts from MIL-STD-2525 definitions. Definitions of
affiliation (or threat) were taken from MIL-STD-6016C (Reference 4) and submitted for
incorporation within MIL-STD-2525. Definitions cited below were taken from sources other
than MIL-STD-2525:
1. Affiliation. The threat posed by the warfighting object being represented. The basic
affiliation categories are unknown, friend, neutral, and hostile (synonymous with
identity).
2. Assumed Friend. A track that is assumed to be a friend because of its characteristics,
behavior, or origin (MIL-STD-6016).
3. Attribute. A distinctive feature or characteristic such as line, shape, color, texture (fill),
edge, mass, and value.
4. Battle Dimension. The operating domain (i.e., ground or land, sea surface, air,
subsurface) for the warfighting object within the battlespace (synonymous with
category). The MIL-STD-2525 definition for category.
5. Category. The operating domain (i.e., ground or land, sea surface, air, subsurface) for the
warfighting object within the battlespace (synonymous with battle dimension).
6. Engagement Domain. An environment that is primarily based on the command and
control of weapons systems and designed to facilitate rapid identification and judgment
based on the need to engage or not to engage.
7. Faker. A friendly track acting as a hostile for exercise purposes (MIL-STD-6016).
8. Fields. A defined area in which a limited combination of alphanumeric and other
characters, indicators, and/or abbreviations are grouped/situated in an established way
around a symbol/icon, line, area, point, or boundary and used for the purpose of
providing additional information about the associated object or battlespace geometry.
9. Frame. The geometric border of a symbol that provides an indication of the affiliation,
battle dimension, and status of a warfighting object.
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10. Friend. A track belonging to a declared friendly nation (MIL-STD-6016).
11. Hostile. A track declared to belong to any opposing nation, party, group, or entity, which
by virtue of its behavior or information collected on it such as characteristics, origin, or
nationality contributes to the threat to friendly forces (MIL-STD-6016).
12. Icon. The innermost part of a symbol that provides a graphic representation of a
warfighting object. It may be a pictogram, abstract symbol, or letter code to depict the
function and/or type of the entity it represents.
13. Identity. The threat posed by the warfighting object being represented. The basic
affiliation categories are unknown, friend, neutral, and hostile (synonymous with
affiliation).
14. Indicator. One of several specific graphical additions to a symbol used to provide
additional information pictorially vice textually.
15. Joker. A friendly track acting as a suspect for exercise purposes (MIL-STD-6016).
16. Modifier. Optional text or graphics that provide additional information about a symbol or
tactical graphic.
17. Neutral. A track or contact whose characteristics, behavior, origin, or nationality indicate
that it is neither supporting nor opposing friendly forces (MIL-STD-6016).
18. Special Points. A point of interest that cannot be classified as a vehicle, installation, or
unit (e.g., oil rig, Defensive Counter-Air (DCA) station, waypoint, drop zone, ground
zero).
19. Status. A determination or declaration as to whether a track’s or object’s location is
existing/present or is planned/anticipated at the time that the symbology is generated or
the time associated/presented with the symbology itself.
20. Suspect. A track that is potentially hostile because of its characteristics, behavior, origin,
or nationality (MIL-STD-6016).
21. Symbol. An object that presents information.
22. Symbol Identification Code. An alphanumeric code based on a database structure that
provides the minimum elements required to construct the basic icon and/or a complete
symbol.
23. Tactical Symbol. A category of warfighting symbology that provides information about
the affiliation, battle dimension, status, and mission of a warfighting object.
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24. Track. (1) The graphic and/or alphanumeric representation of successive positions of a
moving object, point, or bearing whose position and/or characteristics are collected from
sensors and/or other data sources. (2) A collated set of data associated with a track
number for the purpose of representing the position and/or characteristics of a specific
object, point, or bearing (MIL-STD-6016).
25. Unknown. An evaluated track that has not been identified (MIL-STD-6016).

5.0 SYMBOL CHARACTERISTICS
A basic tactical symbol shall be composed of the following:
1. A shape and frame (geometric border) that denotes battle dimension (space, air, ground,
sea surface, or subsurface) and affiliation (friendly, hostile, neutral, or unknown).
2. An icon or letter code centered inside the frame that determines the warfighting object.
3. Modifiers that provide amplification information regarding the warfighting object.
4. Color that denotes the affiliation of the symbol.
Figure 1 displays an example of a symbol.
Frame Border
Track Affiliation
Icon or Letter Code
Figure 1. Friendly Sea Surface Symbol – Aircraft Carrier
Research regarding MIL-STD-2525 symbology was conducted primarily with de-saturated
Aegis Baseline 6.1.7 map background colors and approved graphical overlay colors from prior
color use doctrine. Red/Green/Blue (RGB) values for both Aegis map backgrounds and graphical
overlays are specified in Appendix B. Alternative map displays including color and black and
white satellite imagery, a Digital Nautical Chart (DNC), an air navigation chart, and a Digital
Terrain Elevation Display (DTED) were also evaluated to validate the extent to which results can
be generalized. The following implementation guidance was determined to be applicable across
all aforementioned map displays.
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5.1 Basic Symbol Shapes
Both the basic symbol shape and the symbol color shall represent symbol affiliation. For
filled symbols, the frame surrounding the shape shall be monochrome, either black (RGB: 0, 0,
0) or white (RGB: 255, 255, 255), for friendly, hostile, unknown, and neutral symbols. In
contrast, for assumed friend, suspect, and pending symbols, the frame shall alternate between
black and white. This differs from the present MIL-STD-2525 methodology of using a “?”
modifier for assumed friend, suspect, and pending symbols but was validated in the NSWCDD
research and is currently being proposed for both MIL-STD-2525 and NATO’s APP-6A. The
basic symbol shapes and colors shown in Table 1 shall be used.
Table 1. MIL-STD-2525 Basic Symbols
Affiliation

Friend

Assumed
Friend

Hostile

Suspect

Neutral

Unknown

Pending

Space

Air

Ground*

Equip.

Equip.

Unit

Unit

Sea Surface

Subsurface
* Friend and assumed friend ground equipment symbols shown. Friend and assumed friend units are represented by
rectangles instead of circles.

5.2 Symbol Color
5.2.1 Symbol Color—Filled Symbols
The following four colors shall be used to denote affiliation for MIL-STD-2525 symbols: red
(hostile and suspect), blue (friendly and assumed friend), yellow (unknown), and green (neutral).
A fifth color, purple, should also be used to denote COMAIR. Research has validated that the
use of purple to denote COMAIR significantly improves operator performance in the
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discrimination between military and commercial air tracks. The use of purple to denote
COMAIR is currently being proposed for inclusion in MIL-STD-2525.
There should be flexibility in selection of the luminosity (hereafter referred to as brightness)
of a color to maximize operator effectiveness; however, hue and saturation levels shall remain
constant, as indicated in Tables 2 and 3. Operators should be allowed to vary the brightness of
symbols by affiliation during runtime to aid their own performance and suit their preference.
Table 2. Symbol Display Options
Affiliation

Dark

Medium

Light

Hostile

Suspect*

Friendly

Assumed Friend*

Unknown

Neutral

COMAIR**
* Suspect and assumed friend symbols have black and white dotted frame
borders.
** COMAIR is depicted with an assumed friend affiliation.
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Table 3. RGB Values for Filled Symbols
Affiliation

Dark
RGB

HSL

Medium
RGB
HSL

200, 0, 0
0, 255, 100 255, 48, 49
0, 255, 152
Hostile
200, 0, 0
0, 255, 100 255, 48, 49
0, 255, 152
Suspect
0, 107, 140 138, 255, 70 0, 168, 220 138, 255, 110
Friendly
Assumed Friend 0, 107, 140 138, 255, 70 0, 168, 220 138, 255, 110
225, 220, 0 42, 255, 110 255, 255, 0
42, 255, 128
Unknown
0, 160, 0
85, 255, 80
0, 226, 0
85, 255, 113
Neutral
80, 0, 80 213, 255, 40 128, 0, 128
213, 255, 64
COMAIR
* The Light symbol color set is the default color set listed in MIL-STD-2525.

Light*
RGB

HSL

255, 128, 128
255, 128, 128
128, 224, 255
128, 224, 255
255, 255, 128
170, 255, 170
255, 161, 255

0, 255, 192
0, 255, 192
138, 255, 192
138, 255, 192
42, 255, 192
85, 255, 213
213, 255, 208

There is an acceptable range of brightness values for each of the colors specified. The user
should be provided the means to select a brightness level within the bounds of the color range or
to select the default value for all colors. We recommend that there be a finite number of steps
between the dark set (minimum luminance) and light set (maximum luminance) for all colors to
provide sufficient flexibility while allowing for discrete selection. Table 3 illustrates the
maximum and minimum filled symbol color options. The light symbol color set represents the
original default values as specified in the MIL-STD; whereas, the medium and dark symbol color
sets represent secondary color sets that were empirically validated in a series of trials. Table 3
lists the RGB values and the hue, saturation, and luminance (HSL) values for the dark, medium,
and light color sets. The darker and lighter color sets shall represent the recommended minimum
and maximum color luminance levels for MIL-STD-2525, respectively.
Within each affiliation’s color, hue and saturation remain constant while luminosity is the
sole source of color variance. Any luminance level that falls between the dark set and light set
for a particular color is an acceptable symbol fill color option. For instance, in regard to hostile
tracks, HSL levels for the darker set are 0, 255, and 100; whereas, the lighter set registers 0, 255,
and 192. Notice that hue and saturation remain constant while luminance shifted from 100 for the
darker colors and to 192 for the lighter colors. Therefore, any luminance level between 100 and
192, with the hue and saturation held constant, is a viable alternative. One intermediate color set,
the medium color set, has received extensive testing at NSWCDD. Human performance was
maintained on operator tasks and legibility was preserved using this symbol set. Moreover,
operators highly preferred this option vice the default (light) symbol color option. The dark
symbol color set also had comparable results amid testing, whereby human performance was
maintained and legibility was preserved. Symbols lighter or darker than those specified in this
document have not been evaluated; therefore, they should not be used.
The recommendation to provide varying levels of color presentation for user selection is due
to several factors:
1. Varying ambient lighting levels and/or map backgrounds make it necessary to adjust the
brightness of the symbols to provide the optimal contrast between figure and ground.
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2. Due to eye fatigue from the extended duration spent in front of the console, the
watchstander requires the ability to adjust the brightness of the symbols to ease the strain
upon the eyes.
3. The actual color projected by differing display hardware technology—liquid crystal
display (LCD), cathode ray tube (CRT), projection, etc.—varies considerably, resulting
in the need for operators to adjust the color settings for their particular equipment.
In those cases, where RGB or HSL values are insufficient to capture the presentation of
colored symbology, visual output standards should be used. Appendix D contains comparable
luminance and chrominance values (Yu'v') to the RGB values listed in Table 3. The Yu'v' values
represent RGB color space in some display formats specified by the National Television System
Committee (NTSC) and by other transmission standards communities; i.e., phase alternation line
(PAL).

5.2.1.1 Deemphasized Filled Symbols. The capability of filled symbols to become dimmed
or appear translucent upon the Tactical Situation Display (TACSIT) should be made available as
a symbol filter option. The dimming of symbols may prove useful to deemphasize or emphasize
tracks upon the display, depending on how the watchstander chooses to filter or render his
symbols. In addition, dimming symbols has also been shown as an effective means to declutter
the tactical display (Reference 5). Alternatively, changing the transparency (or opacity) of filled
symbols may also aid in viewing overlapping symbols in a cluttered, highly trafficked tactical
display (Reference 6).
To deemphasize symbols, either of two validated methods should be used. Deemphasized
symbols may be created by changing the brightness of a given affiliation color to dim the symbol
(Reference 5). Table 4 depicts the dimmed symbols, while Table 5 lists the dimmed symbols’
values according to RGB, HSL, and hue/saturation/brightness (HSB). Deemphasized symbols
may also be created by changing the opacity of the selected symbol set to 35 percent (35 percent
visible/65 percent transparent (Reference 6). Table 4 depicts transparent symbols that were
created from the default symbol color set. COMAIR was depicted as an assumed friend. Based
upon the ID Matrix, a COMAIR symbol is depicted as either an assumed friend or an unknownevaluated track.
The preferred method should be selected based upon the tactical display background with
which it will be used to ensure adequate visibility and usability. Tests conducted at NSWCDD
demonstrated that the legibility of icons and/or letter codes for dimmed symbols was statistically
similar to those of the light, dark, and default symbol sets. Operator performance using dimmed
symbols was also similar to light, dark, and default symbol sets. Transparent symbols were not
empirically tested at NSWCDD.
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Table 4. Dimmed Symbols and Transparent Symbols
Affiliation

Dimmed Symbols*

Transparent Symbols**

Hostile

Suspect†

Friendly

Assumed Friend†

Unknown

Neutral

COMAIR†§
*
**
†
§

All values, except for COMAIR, were taken from Reference 5.
Transparent symbols were created from the MIL-STD-2525 default symbol color set.
Suspect, assumed friend, and assumed friend COMAIR are depicted with black and white dotted frame borders.
COMAIR is depicted with an assumed friend affiliation.
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Table 5. RGB, HSL, and HSB Values for Dimmed Symbols*
Affiliation

RGB

HSL

HSB

Hostile
77, 39, 39
0, 84, 58
0, 50%, 30%
Suspect
77, 39, 39
0, 84, 58
0, 50%, 30%
Friendly
39, 71, 77
135, 84, 58
190, 50%, 30%
Assumed Friendly
39, 71, 77
135, 84, 58
190, 50%, 30%
Unknown
77, 77, 39
42, 84, 58
60, 50%, 30%
Neutral
52, 77, 52
85, 49, 65
120, 33%, 30%
COMAIR
77, 49, 77
213, 57, 63
300. 37%, 30%
* All values, except for COMAIR, were taken from Reference 5.

5.2.2 Symbol Color – Unfilled Symbols
Track symbols shall be displayable in an unfilled format in addition to the default filled
symbols (see Figure 2) on an operator-selectable basis. Their use shall be selectable on a global
or entire display basis. In addition, unfilled symbols should be selectable across affiliation, battle
dimension, or both as well as for individual tracks.

Filled

Unfilled

Figure 2. Filled (left) vs. Unfilled Symbols (right)
Table 6 illustrates the unfilled symbols options across affiliations for the default symbol
color sets. Note that, while the luminance of the filled symbology should be operator-selectable,
the unfilled set shall only be presented in the default symbol color set, as those recommended in
either MIL-STD-2525 or in Appendix E. MIL-STD-2525 symbols are based upon full-color gun
levels. The MIL-STD-2525 RGB (HSL) values for use with unfilled symbols are listed in
Table 7. Note, that full-color gun values are dichotomously based on RGB values being either
completely on (i.e., 255) or completely off (i.e., 0). For hostile, friendly, unknown, and neutral
tracks, the frame color shall change from either black or white to the affiliation color, while the
filled portion inside the frame shall become transparent. In contrast, for suspect, assumed friend,
and COMAIR tracks, frames shall alternate between affiliation color and white; while the filled
portion inside the frame shall become transparent. Frame colors for suspect (red) and assumed
friend (blue) tracks shall be presented using color values specified for the medium color set (see
Section 5.2.1). These colors were shown to provide good contrast between white and red/blue
frame colors and between black and red/blue frame colors.
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If full-color gun values are not preferred for unfilled symbol representation, an alternate
unfilled symbol set, listed in Appendix E, should be used; otherwise, one shall adhere to the
default MIL-STD-2525 values listed in Table 7. The alternate symbol set has been validated on
de-saturated Aegis map backgrounds (Appendix B).
Table 6. Unfilled Symbol Display Options
Affiliation

Unfilled Set

Hostile

Unknown

Friendly

Neutral

Assumed Friend

Suspect

COMAIR
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Table 7. RGB Values for Unfilled Symbols
Affiliation

Unfilled Color Set
RGB
HSL

Hostile
255, 0, 0
0, 255, 128
Suspect*
255, 48, 49
0, 255, 152
Friendly
0, 255, 255
127, 255, 128
Assumed Friend*
0, 168, 220
138, 255, 110
Unknown
255, 255, 0
42, 255, 128
Neutral
0, 255, 0
85, 255, 128
COMAIR**
255, 0, 255
213, 255, 128
* Suspect and assumed friend tracks utilize medium filled color sets (Section 5.2.1).
** All colors conform to MIL-STD-2525 except for COMAIR.

5.2.3 Symbol Frame Color
Filled symbols shall be displayed with either a black (RGB = 0, 0, 0) frame or a white (RGB
= 255, 255, 255) frame for hostile, friendly, neutral, and unknown symbols. Filled symbol frame
color (white or black) should be operator-selectable but only for a display as a whole as opposed
to individual symbols or groups of symbols. If only one filled symbol frame color is provided,
the two options should be evaluated to determine which provides the best contrast with the
background TACSIT. Examples are shown in Table 8. Note that, for assumed friend and suspect
symbols, the frame shall be made of alternating black (0, 0, 0) and white (255, 255, 255) lines.
Border colors for unfilled symbols are listed in Table 7. For unfilled assumed friend and suspect
symbols, solid colored frames shall be changed from black and white alternating lines to
affiliation ID color and white alternating lines.
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Table 8. Frame Colors
Affiliation

Black

Frame Colors*
White
Unfilled

Hostile

Unknown

Friendly

Neutral

Assumed Friend

Suspect
* Filled colors are depicted as medium color set (Section 5.2).

5.3 Symbol Size
5.3.1 Symbol Size – Console Displays
There are several sizes of symbols that may be displayed (see Table 9). For use of MIL-STD2525 symbology upon shipboard tactical displays, the default size for the symbol fits within a 24
x 24 pixel box on a 1280 x 1024 display. The user shall have the option to display symbols at a
default size, an enlarged size, or a dot. The user should also have the option to display symbols at
a reduced size. Table 9 represents minimum symbol sizes at a 20-in. viewing distance
(Reference 7, Section 5.2.1.6.1). All symbol frame sizes, except dots, meet the minimum
legibility requirements for visual displays: 20 – 30 arc minutes (Reference 7, Section
5.2.1.6.4.1). If console resolution exceeds 1280 x 1024, pixel size will change. Therefore, using
screen resolutions other than 1280 x 1024, one determines the minimal overall symbol size shall
conform to the values of icon size (in.), visual angle, and arc minute listed within Table 9.
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Table 9. Symbol Size on Console Displays (1280 x 1024 resolution)
Pixel Size
%Δ
Visual
Arc
Symbol Size (1280 x 1024) from Default Size of Icon on Screen Angle Minute
Default
24 x 24
Enlarged
32 x 32
Reduced
16 x 16
Dots
8x8
Note: Viewing distance = 20 in.

N/A
+33%
−33%
−67%

0.19 in.
0.25 in.
0.13 in.
0.06 in.

.54
.72
.37
.17

32.4
42.6
22.2
10.2

Internal icons or letter codes should be displayed in both the default and enlarged sized
symbols but shall not be included within reduced sized symbols due to compromised legibility.
In comparison to guidelines established in MIL-STD-2525, a smaller default size is
recommended for Navy displays. A smaller default size is recommended for Navy tactical
displays because the size recommended in MIL-STD-2525 is based upon allowing all internal
icons for land symbols to be discernable. MIL-STD-2525 uses the enlarged symbol size as its
default symbol size. Given that land symbols, used primarily by the U.S. Army and U.S. Marine
Corps, have smaller and more intricate internal icons than those symbols required for maritime
operations, a smaller overall default symbol size will still preserve icon legibility for use within
Navy tactical displays. However, for use in joint environments or for use within communities of
interest (COIs) concerned with detailed land symbology, the enlarged symbol size (as specified
in Table 9 and in MIL-STD-2525) should be used as the default symbol size for battle
dimensions.

5.3.2 Symbol Size—Large Screen Displays (LSDs)
LSDs shall utilize equivalent symbol sizes as the different symbols seen upon the console.
Table 10 lists the minimum size requirements for LSDs at a 10-ft viewing distance. The size of
the default and enlarged symbols meet the minimum requirements for text upon LSDs
(Reference 7, Sections 5.2.5.2.1 and 5.2.5.3.4.2). If the viewing distance of the LSD deviates
from 10 ft, the minimum visual angle (or arc minute), as posted in Table 10 shall apply.
Table 10. Symbol Size on LSDs
Symbol
Size

Size of Icon on
Screen

Default
0.75 in.
Enlarged
1.00 in.
Reduced
0.50 in.
Dots
0.25 in.
Note: Viewing Distance = 10 ft

Minimum Resolution
Required

Visual
Angle

Arc
Minute

1280 X 1024
1280 X 1024
1280 X 1024
1280 X 1024

.36
.48
.24
.12

21.3
28.4
14.2
7.1
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5.4 Symbol Size Scale
To accommodate variability in screen resolution, size, and user visualization, the user may
have the ability to adjust the scale factor applied to symbol sizes. This scale factor should
provide the user the ability to increase the symbol display size up to 1.5 times larger than the
initial size for all symbols. We recommend that the user be given display controls to adjust this
scale. Figure 3 shows an example user interface for selecting the symbol size scale appropriately.
The symbol size scale adjusts the overall magnitude of all the symbols on the screen. Hence
symbols rendered as reduced, default, enlarged, or dots would all be increased by up to 150
percent, while still maintaining the size differential across the size options.

Figure 3. Example Set Symbol Size Scale
5.5 Notched Neutral Affiliation Symbol Fill
Filled neutral symbols may be displayed with either color fill or notched color fill, as shown
in Table 11. Fill or notch fill may be operator-selectable but only for a display as a whole as
opposed to individual symbols or groups of symbols. The notch primarily helps to alleviate
confusion between neutral symbol battle dimensions or categories (air, surface, subsurface) when
no icons or letter codes were present upon the symbols. Prior tests have shown significantly
improved operator performance in distinguishing battle dimension for neutral tracks, while using
notched symbology when icons or letter codes are absent. Therefore, notched symbols should be
used in circumstances where icon or letter code specification upon the neutral symbols is absent.
However, given that there is neither a benefit nor a detriment in operator performance regarding
notched neutral symbols when icons or letter codes are present, the use of notched neutral
symbols is arbitrary.
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Table 11. Fill and Notch Fill
Air
Affiliation

Fill

Surface
Notch

Fill

Notch

Subsurface
Fill

Notch

Neutral

5.6 Civilian Symbols
5.6.1 Civilian Sea Surface Symbols
Civilian surface tracks should be operator-selectable as framed or unframed, as shown in
Table 12. The size of the icon within the framed symbol is identical to the size of the icon
without a frame. When civilian tracks are framed, they have white icons to denote nonmilitary
tracks. In contrast, when civilian tracks go unframed, civilian icons become filled with their
affiliation color. Black-filled pictorial icons shall be reserved for military tracks, whereas whitefilled icons shall be reserved for nonmilitary tracks.
Table 12. Unframed Civilian Surface
Civilian Tracks Framed Unframed
Merchant
Fishing
Leisure Craft
Law Enforcement
Hovercraft

5.6.2 Civilian Air Symbols
In contrast to civilian sea surface tracks, all civilian air symbols shall remain framed, as
required in MIL-STD-2525. White icons within the symbol frames will help discriminate civilian
aircraft from black icons on air tracks, which represent military aircraft. Further delineation has
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been made to better distinguish commercial air tracks from other civilian air tracks. The next
section contains additional details.
5.7 Commercial Air Symbols
Operators should be given the ability to display tracks identified as COMAIR with a purple
symbol fill (filled symbols) or frame shape (unfilled symbols). This deviates from the MIL-STD2525 guidance to depict symbols in the color of their affiliation, but deviations are permitted
when additional differentiation is required (MIL-STD-2525, Sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.6, paragraph
b). Additionally, a proposal has been submitted to the SSMC to formalize the use of purple to
denote COMAIR symbols. Table 13 shows the COMAIR symbols as both filled and unfilled, for
both assumed friend and unknown identities. Operational procedures in effect for track
identification (ID), typically known as the Operational Tasking ID (OPTASK ID) Supplement or
ID Matrix, determine whether COMAIR tracks will be identified as unknown-evaluated or
assumed friend. Regardless, tracks with the MIL-STD-6016C (Reference 4) civil airliner
platform statement should be mapped to the purple color scheme. As a result of a battery of
research, it has been recommended and since supported to have COMAIR tracks easily
segregated from other tracks on the tactical display. The use of an alternate symbol fill color has
garnered the most support and has been linked with superior operator performance and positive
watchstander reviews.
Table 13. COMAIR Track Display
Affiliation

Dark

Filled
Medium

Light

Unfilled

Assumed Friend

Unknown

5.8 Jokers, Fakers, and Unknown Affiliation/Battle Dimension Symbols
A single letter shall be presented outside the symbol in the upper right-hand corner of the
symbol to denote joker (J) or faker (K) tracks during training or tracks whose affiliation and
battle dimension are unknown (U) after evaluation. The letter shall be uppercase in a boldfaced
sans serif font (e.g., Arial or Verdana) and should be depicted with the same color as the
symbol’s external frame border. The size of the letter should approximate one-third of the height
of the default-sized symbol and shall be placed on the upper right-hand corner of the symbol (see
Table 14). Size will vary based upon the resolution adopted.
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Table 14. Joker, Faker, and Unknown Symbols

Joker

Faker

Unknown

5.9 External Modifiers
A single letter modifier shall be presented outside the symbol in the upper left-hand corner
when denoting tactically significant tracks (T), non-real-time tracks (N), training/simulation
tracks (S), etc. It shall be uppercase in a boldfaced sans serif font (e.g., Arial or Verdana). It shall
also be in black text in a colored box of the same RGB value as its associated symbol (see
Table 15). The ID colored box should be approximately one-third the height and width of the
symbol and shall be located in the upper left-hand corner of the symbol. Legibility of the
alphanumeric modifiers was determined to be adequate in tests of operator performance.
Table 15. Examples of Single-Letter Modifiers
Affiliation Tactically Significant (T) Non-Real-Time (N) Training/ Simulation (S)
Hostile

Friendly

5.10 Speed Leaders
Speed leaders shall be presented in a color that is easily discriminable from its background
and whose color does not conflict with MIL-STD-2525 affiliation colors. For example, upon
Aegis 6.1.7 grayscale map backgrounds, white (RGB = 255, 255, 255) provides good contrast
and should be used. Acceptable speed leader colors include, but are not limited to, white (RGB =
255, 255, 255), black (RGB = 0, 0, 0), orange (RGB = 255, 128, 0), and magenta (255, 0, 255).
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Determination of speed leader color should be operator-selectable. Speed leaders shall be layered
on top of the symbol fill, symbol frame, and symbol icon. The speed leader shall originate from
the same location that the internal icon or letter code is centered upon. The length of the speed
leader should be proportional to the speed of the track. Table 16 depicts examples of a symbol
with the speed leader options.
Table 16. Speed Leader Color Options
Speed Leader Colors
White

Black

Orange

Magenta

5.11 Engagement Modifiers
MIL-STD-2525 should be implemented with a set of text-based engagement modifiers.
Testing was conducted comparing NATO STANAG 4420, hybrid NTDS/SSDS, simplified
NTDS, and text-based engagement modifiers. Results showed unequivocal support for using the
text-based engagement modifiers. Legibility of the modifiers was acceptable, and the
intuitiveness of the text-based modifiers surpassed the other modifier options.
Engagement modifiers should be shown on both the hostile target track that is being engaged
and on the friendly track conducting the engagement. The text should be sans serif font (e.g.,
Arial or Verdana), boldfaced type. It should be black text on either a red or a blue (same RGB
values as its associated symbol) box. The engagement modifier text tags should have the
following structure:
A:BBB-CC
where
A = R when it is a remote engagement, or
A (and the following “:”) is omitted when it is a local engagement
BBB = “ASN” for the Assign/Cover stage, or
BBB = “ENG” for the Engage stage, or
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BBB = “MIF” for the Missiles in Flight stage where applicable
CC = “M” for missile engagement
CC = “G” for gun engagement
CC = “T” for torpedo engagement
CC = “A” for attack aircraft engagement
CC = “D” for DCA (defensive counter-air) engagement
CC = “AS” for ASW air engagement
CC = “EA” for electronic attack/laser engagement
CC = “ED” for electronic defense engagement
CC = “UV” for unmanned vehicle (drone) engagements
NOTE: Field CC is only 1 character wide when only 1 character is used (e.g., M, G, D, A, & T)
The set of engagement modifiers for local engagements are shown in Table 17 for both the
hostile targets and friendly participating units (PUs) or shooters. The set of engagement
modifiers for remote engagements is shown in Table 18 for both hostile targets and friendly PUs
or shooters.
Table 17. Local Engagement Modifiers
Weapon Modifier

Assign (ASN)
Target Shooter

Engage (ENG)
Missile in Flight (MIF)
Target Shooter
Target
Shooter

Missile (M)
Gun (G)

N/A

N/A

Torpedo (T)

N/A

N/A

Attack Aircraft (A)

N/A

N/A

Defensive Counter-Air (D)

N/A

N/A

ASW Engagement (AS)

N/A

N/A

Electronic Attack (EA)

N/A

N/A

Electronic Defense (ED)

N/A

N/A

Unmanned Vehicle (UV)

N/A

N/A
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Table 18. Remote Engagement Modifiers

Weapon Modifier

Assign (ASN)
Target Shooter

Engage (ENG)
Target Shooter

Missile in Flight (MIF)
Target
Shooter

Missile (M)
Gun (G)

N/A

N/A

Torpedo (T)

N/A

N/A

Attack Aircraft (A)

N/A

N/A

Defensive Counter-Air (D)

N/A

N/A

ASW Engagement (AS)

N/A

N/A

Electronic Attack (EA)

N/A

N/A

Electronic Defense (ED)

N/A

N/A

Unmanned Vehicle (UV)

N/A

N/A

The engagement modifiers shall be placed directly above the target and the PU symbols. The
height of the engagement modifier should be one-fourth the height of its symbol. Table 19
illustrates the placement of engagement modifiers on a hostile air target.
Table 19. Example Local and Remote Missile Engagements
Engagement

Assign (ASN)

Engage (ENG)

Missile in Flight (MIF)

Local

Remote (R)

Pairing lines should also be used in conjunction with engagement modifiers. Pairing lines
should connect the friendly PU to the hostile target and shall also connect ships’ controlling
engaged assets; i.e., unmanned vehicles, attack aircraft, and DCA. A suggested presentation of
pairing lines would be a subdued off-white line; i.e., RGB = 200, 200, 200; HSL = 170, 0, 200,
with a stroke width of 4; however, the color of the pairing line should be discriminable from the
map background and should not be operator-selectable. Potential alternate pairing line color may
include black, white, orange, and magenta.
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5.12 Text Tags
Text tags should be either gray (RGB =192, 192, 192; HSL = 170, 0, 192) in color or a color
that is easily discriminable from its map background, such as black, white, orange, or magenta.
Text tags should be written in sans serif font (e.g., Arial or Verdana) and may be boldfaced to
improve legibility. The tags should be left justified in a box located on the right side of the
symbol. The vertical center of the box should be aligned with the speed leader origin.
The text tags should be displayed in the order of the hierarchy shown in Table 20 (the top tag
is listed at the top of the hierarchy).
Table 20. Suggested Text Tag Descriptions and Placement

Placement
Top Tag

Bottom Tag

Tag Name

Max. Number
of Characters

Description

Example

7

“TN XXXXX” where XXXXX is the 45 digit track number

‘TN 01234”

Track Number
Identification,
Friend or Foe (IFF)
mode 2

6

IFF mode 3

6

Altitude/Depth

7

Text 1

12

Text 2

12

“2:XXXX” where XXXX is the value of
mode 2
“3:XXXX” where XXXX is the value of
mode 3
“XX.XKFt” where XX.X is the
altitude/depth in thousands of feet
“XXXXXXXXXXXX” where
XXXXXXXXXXXX are mixed case
alphanumeric characters depending
upon how the user defined the tags
“XXXXXXXXXXXX” where
XXXXXXXXXXXX are mixed case
alphanumeric characters depending
upon how the user defined the tags

“2:1234”
“3:1234”
“32.1KFt”

“REAGAN”

“Carrier”

Table 21 shows some examples of logical text tag combinations for different track identities
and types for default sized symbols.
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Table 21. Example Text Tags
Battle
Dimension

Friendly

Hostile

Suspect

Unknown

Air

2:2223
35.2Kft
Striker

TN 1234
35.2Kft
MiG 29

TN 1234
35.2Kft
MiG 29

TN 1234
35.2Kft
Civil?

Surface

DD 21

TN 1234
Patrol

TN 1234
Kiev

TN 1234
COI?

2:2223
OHIO

TN 1234
0.5Kft
Kilo

TN 1234
0.5Kft
SSN

TN 1234
0.5Kft
POSSUB

Subsurface

5.13 Hierarchy of Display for Symbol Elements/Attributes
The symbol elements/attributes should be layered on the display according to the hierarchy
shown in Table 22.
Table 22. Hierarchy for Symbol Elements/Attributes
Top-most Layer

Engagement Modifier

Bottom-most Layer

Text tags
Single letter modifier for TACSIG, non-real time (NRT), etc.
Speed leader
Icon or letter code
Symbol fill; symbol outline

An example of a track with all the above display elements is shown in Figure 4.

TN 1234
35.2Kft
MiG 29

Figure 4. Example Track with all Display Elements
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5.14 Planned/Anticipated Track Locations
Currently, MIL-STD-2525 uses a dashed line (white or black depending on frame color
selection) for planned/anticipated track locations. Therefore, to distinguish planned/anticipated
symbols from assumed friend and suspect tracks, assumed friend and suspect tracks shall
constitute ID-colored and white alternating lines (refer to Table 2). Table 23 represents the
differences between assumed affiliation tracks and planned/anticipated tracks.
Table 23. Assumed Affiliation and Planned/Anticipated Tracks

Affiliation

Assumed Affiliation Tracks
Filled
Unfilled

Planned/ Anticipated Tracks
Filled
Unfilled

Assumed
Friend

Suspect

6.0 OPERATOR-SELECTABLE SYMBOL FEATURES
6.1 MIL-STD-2525 Symbol Rendering Flexibility
MIL-STD-2525 has set aside provisions for multiple rendering options for a given symbol
(refer to MIL-STD-2525, Section 5.4.5, Symbol Display Hierarchy and Table IX, Tactical
Symbol Display Option Hierarchy). Provided this flexibility, the operator should be able to
render MIL-STD-2525 symbology on either chromatic or monochromatic displays and display
the symbols with or without icons, as filled or unfilled symbols, or as dots when location is all
the information that is required or needed, and with or without frames when available (see
Section 6.9, below for symbol framing). Table 24 represents some of the permitted symbol
combinations. The following sections below define each of the symbol rendering options that
should be provided to operators. Appendix F provides an example symbol filter with
recommended default settings specified.
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Table 24. MIL-STD-2525 Example Operator-Selectable Filter Options*

Option

Neutral
Nonmilitary
Merchant

Friendly
Destroyer

Hostile
Fixed-Wing
Fighter

Unknown
Military
Fixed Wing

N/A

N/A

N/A

Frame: Yes
Fill: Yes
Icon: Yes
Frame: Yes
Fill: No
Icon: Yes
Frame: Yes
Fill: Yes
Icon: No
Frame: Yes
Fill: No
Icon: No
Frame: No
Fill: Yes
Icon: Yes

Dot
Frame: No
Fill: Yes
Icon: No
* All symbols depicted may also be presented monochromatically in black and white.

6.2 Symbol Fill
Operators shall be provided the option to globally render all their symbols as either filled or
unfilled. In addition, operators should be given the flexibility to render specific classes of
symbols (i.e., battle dimension and/or affiliation) or individual symbols (i.e., track number 1234)
as either filled or unfilled. Filled symbols should be the default setting due to improved symbol
detection vice unfilled symbols in highly dense, cluttered environments.
6.3 Symbol Size
Operators shall be provided the option of enlarging and/or diminishing the size of their
symbols. The default symbol size as specified in Section 5.3 shall be used as the standard display
size. Operators shall also be provided the option to render symbols as dots; however, operators
should not be allowed to turn symbols off. Operators should be allowed to make global size
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changes, i.e., all tracks large; local size changes, by battle dimension and/or affiliation; and
individual track size changes.
6.4 Symbol Color
Operators should be provided the means to adjust the luminance of the affiliation and
COMAIR symbol colors. Color adjustments should be allowed for global changes, i.e., all
symbols; local changes, i.e., battle dimension and/or affiliation; and individual icons. If operators
are not permitted to change luminance, the default color should be the light symbol color for
filled symbols, which coincides with the color recommendations of MIL-STD-2525, and the
default color for unfilled symbols will remain as specified by MIL-STD-2525.
6.5 Symbol Frame Color
Operators should be allowed to globally select either black (RGB: 0,0,0) or white (RGB:
255,255,255) as a frame border color for all filled symbols. Selection of black or white frames
should be determined based upon viewing characteristics of the hardware, software (i.e., map
background), and environmental conditions (i.e., ambient lighting). Black frame borders are
suggested as the default setting due to superior symbol-to-map background contrast across most
types of map displays; i.e., DTED maps, DNC, air navigation charts.
6.6 Speed Leaders
Operators should be allowed to select the color of the speed leader, as specified in
Section 5.10. Choice of speed leaders should be one that provides for significant contrast
between the symbol and map background in order to ensure the selection is perceptually
discriminable. Operators should also be able to disable speed leaders locally (by battle
dimension and/or affiliation) and by individual tracks but should not be able to disable speed
leaders globally (all on/all off). Speed leaders should be enabled (on) as the default setting.
6.7 Text Tags
Operators should be allowed to append text tags to the MIL-STD-2525 symbology as
specified in Section 5.12. Text tags should include the provisions for including track number,
IFF modes 2 and 3, altitude, and individual text. Operators should be allowed to select at a
global, local, and/or individual level whether text tags are displayed. We recommend that the
default setting is to have text tags disabled and have the operator enable the set(s) deemed
necessary and appropriate.
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6.8 Symbol Dimming
Operators should be allowed to deemphasize tracks by making symbols less bold than other
symbols. This deemphasizing may be accomplished by either dimming the symbols or by
increasing their transparency, as specified in Section 5.2.1.1. Operators should be allowed to dim
symbols globally (i.e., all symbols), locally (i.e., battle dimension and/or affiliation), and by
individual tracks. We recommend that the default setting is for symbols should be of normal
boldness versus dimmed.
6.9 Symbol Framing
Operators should be allowed to turn symbol frames off for those symbols designated as frame
optional. Examples of frame optional symbols include civilian sea surface symbols (see
Section 5.6.1) and most ground equipment symbols (refer to MIL-STD-2525 for a complete
listing). For the default setting, symbol frames should be on. Operators should be allowed to
make the appropriate symbols unframed globally, locally, and individually.
6.10 Icon/Symbol Amplification
Operators should be allowed to portray the level of icon/symbol amplification deemed
necessary. The default setting should be full the level of symbol detail. This section is reserved
for further specification and will be revised upon the completion of the new maritime symbology
and air/space symbology sets that will be incorporated into MIL-STD-2525C.
6.11 Track History
Operators should be allowed to portray the track history of any given track. Operators should
have the ability to turn track history on for tracks globally (all on/all off), locally (by battle
dimension and/or affiliation), and individually. The default setting for track history should be off.
6.12 Neutral Notch
Implementers may provide operators with a means to alter neutral symbol fill. The creation
of a “notch” fill within a neutral symbol’s frame borders aids the operator’s performance in
detecting and identifying neutral tracks with no symbol icon. If implemented, operators should
have the ability to activate it globally across all neutral tracks (as depicted in Table 11). The
default setting should be set using the standard symbol fill as opposed to the notch fill.
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APPENDIX A—RECOMMENDED MIL-STD-2525 SYMBOLOGY
This appendix was developed to help standardize the implementation of the new symbol set.
The symbol and special point libraries for Aegis Baseline 7 Phase 1C/1R and Ship Self-Defense
System (SSDS) Mk 2 were reviewed to identify the subset of symbols that would need MILSTD-2525 equivalents for use in today’s principal surface combatants. MIL-STD-6016C, TDL
16 Message Standard, was reviewed to identify other potential symbols that were not used by
either Aegis or SSDS but could be included in future combat systems. References A-1 through
A-5 were used.
This appendix consists of six matrices: identity, air and space, sea surface, subsurface, land,
and reference points (Tables A-1 through A-6). The identity matrix shows the MIL-STD-6016C
“Identity” statements mapped against MIL-STD-2525, Aegis, and SSDS Mk 2 symbols (listed by
“Category”). The remaining five matrices are divided into columns listing the MIL-STD-6016C
platform/amplification statements and the corresponding “Friend” symbols and symbol names
for each symbol set. Aegis and SSDS symbology were not displayed due to classification issues;
however, Aegis and SSDS symbol names are listed. “N/A” is used to denote that a particular
symbol or platform statement is “not applicable” to that combat system or standard. For example,
in the air and space matrix, both Aegis and SSDS have symbols for a “LAMPS Helicopter;” but
MIL-STD-6016C and MIL-STD-2525 do not. The matrices illustrate the symbols to use when
implementing symbols for the MIL-STD-6016 codes listed.
In those cases, when an exact match to a MIL-STD-2525 symbol was not possible, a new
icon or symbol was created (i.e., rail facility). The status of these proposed symbols is “to be
determined” pending review by the Symbology Standards Management Committee. These
proposed symbols are highlighted with a yellow background in the “Notes” column and the use
of “TBD” in the “RECOMMENDED MIL-STD-2525 Hierarchy” column.
There were several instances where MIL-STD-2525 symbology had multiple options to
choose from due to more detailed symbol decomposition. For example, both Aegis and SSDS
have single symbols for “missile,” while MIL-STD-2525 has nine different symbols for
“missiles-in-flight” and dozens of symbols for the various types of missile launchers. In those
cases, the least specific symbol of the MIL-STD-2525 hierarchy was recommended.
Additionally, where Aegis and SSDS have a limited symbol set representing “ground” tracks,
MIL-STD-2525 has hundreds to pick from. To complicate matters, these MIL-STD-2525
symbols are further subdivided into unit, equipment, and installation types. Given that this
analysis is benchmarked against MIL-STD-6016 tactical data messages for vehicular tracks,
most land symbols are mapped to the MIL-STD-2525 vehicular (equipment-level) symbol.
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Table A-1. MIL-STD-6016C Identity Statements Mapped Against MIL-STD-2525
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Table A-2. MIL-STD-6016C Air and Space Statements Mapped Against MIL-STD-2525
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Table A-2. MIL-STD-6016C Air and Space Statements Mapped Against
MIL-STD-2525 (Continued)
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Table A-3. MIL-STD-6016C Surface Statements Mapped Against MIL-STD-2525
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Table A-3. MIL-STD-6016C Surface Statements Mapped Against
MIL-STD-2525 (Continued)
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Table A-4. MIL-STD-6016C Subsurface Statements Mapped Against MIL-STD-2525
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Table A-4. MIL-STD-6016C Subsurface Statements Mapped Against
MIL-STD-2525 (Continued)
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Table A-5. MIL-STD-6016C Land Statements Mapped Against MIL-STD-2525
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Table A-5. MIL-STD-6016C Land Statements Mapped Against
MIL-STD-2525 (Continued)
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Table A-6. MIL-STD-6016C Reference Points Statements Mapped Against MIL-STD-2525
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Table A-6. MIL-STD-6016C Reference Points Statements Mapped Against
MIL-STD-2525 (Continued)
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Table A-6. MIL-STD-6016C Reference Points Statements Mapped Against
MIL-STD-2525 (Continued)
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Table A-6. MIL-STD-6016C Reference Points Statements Mapped Against
MIL-STD-2525 (Continued)
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APPENDIX B—MAP BACKGROUND COLORS AND GRAPHICAL OVERLAYS
The following Red/Green/Blue (RGB) values represent the map colors and graphical
overlays used to evaluate symbol colors: Map background colors conform to Aegis Baselines
6.1.7 and 7.1 (Table B-1). Graphical overlays conform to prior color use doctrine for 1/16 dot-fill
tactical graphics (Table B-2). Tactical graphical overlays may be created using either dot-fill or
transparent graphics. Refer to Reference B-1.
Table B-1. Map Background Colors
Area

RGB

HSL

85, 87, 71
48, 26, 79
Land
136, 133, 112
37, 25, 124
Coastal Border*
62, 62, 65
170, 6, 64
Territorial Water
70, 70, 70
170, 0, 70
Deep Water
* Coastal border did not have an Aegis-specified RGB value.

Yu'v'
0.33, -0.02, 0.00
0.51, -0.04, 0.02
0.24, 0.01, 0.00
0.27, 0.00, 0.00

Table B-2. Graphical Overlays
Color

RGB

HSL

Yu'v'

Rust
Tan
Green
Aqua-Blue

161, 116, 107
160, 166, 107
108, 171, 108
51, 136, 136

7, 57, 134
47, 63, 137
85, 70, 140
127, 116, 94

0.50, -0.04, 0.12
0.61, -0.09, 0.07
0.56, -0.07, -0.12
0.43, 0.05, -0.20

REFERENCE FOR APPENDIX B
B-1. Appendix I of WS-21366/7, “Color Definitions,” Aegis Display System (ADS) Mark 7
MOD 1 − Baseline 7 Phase 1C/1R, 22 Dec 2003.
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APPENDIX C—DEVIATIONS FROM MIL-STD-2525
The following list contains deviations between MIL-STD-2525B, with Change 1, and the
present Implementation Guide. To note, the list contains only those modifications that directly
contradict MIL-STD-2525 guidelines or deviate from recommended defaults. Appropriate
sections from MIL-STD-2525 and the Implementation Guide are indicated.
1. Symbol Colors – Filled Symbols
a. MIL-STD-2525 recommends default colors for filled symbols, as listed in Section
5.7.2, Table XIII.
b. The Implementation Guide suggests the MIL-STD-2525 color set as the lighter set
and recommends allowing the user to decrease the color luminosity levels (refer to
Section 5.2.1 of this document) up until the darker set. While the color values
suggested differ from those in Table XIII in the standard, they are approved by the
provisions set aside by MIL-STD-2525, Section 5.7.2c, allowing for different levels
of saturation for an affiliation color to be used, provided sufficient usability testing
has been undertaken.
2. Symbol Colors – Dimmed Symbols
a. MIL-STD-2525 makes no provision for dimming symbols colors.
b. The Implementation Guide outlines specified means for creating dimmed filled
symbols (refer to Section 5.2.1.1 of this document).
3. Frame Shape and Affiliation (official change to standard)
a. MIL-STD-2525 outlines default frames for all symbols across affiliation and battle
dimension in Section 5.1, Table 1, which denotes assumed friend, suspect, and
pending tracks with a question mark (“?”) symbol affixed to its upper right-hand
corner.
b. The Implementation Guide instructs users to denote assumed friend, suspect, and
pending tracks with alternating black and white dots for filled symbols and alternating
white and ID-colored dots for unfilled symbols (refer to Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 of
this document).
4. Symbol Color and Commercial Aircraft (COMAIR)
a. MIL-STD-2525 only uses four colors to denote affiliation and does not utilize color
for platform amplification, but it does permit use of alternative colors for frame or
color fill if further discrimination amongst tracks is needed (MIL-STD-2525, Section
5.4.6, paragraph b).
b. The Implementation Guide suggests using the color purple to denote COMAIR tracks.
The color purple will be used to fill either unknown-evaluated or assumed friend
tracks depending on the watchstander’s OPTASKID Supplement (ID Matrix).
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5. Modifier Placement – Text Tags
a. MIL-STD-2525 (Section 5.4, Figure 3, “Field positions for tactical symbols”)
recommends text tags to be located at field points G, H, and M, located to the
immediate right of the tactical symbol (refer to Figure C-1).
b. The Implementation Guide recommends text tags to be left-justified and located to the
immediate right side of the symbol occupying field points G, H, and M. However, in
addition to text tags, information such as track numbers, altitude/depth, and
Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) modes will also be co-located at those field points.
The placement and order (from top-to-bottom) is specified in Section 5.12.
6. Modifier Placement – Single-letter Modifiers
a. MIL-STD-2525 makes no recommendation for placement of single-letter modifiers to
indicate training tracks, non-real-time tracks, and tactically significant tracks.
b. The Implementation Guide recommends placement of the single-letter modifiers at
field position W in the upper left-hand corner of symbol (refer to Figure C-1). The
placement of the single-letter modifier will replace the MIL-STD recommendation for
Date/Time Group (DTG) information

Figure C-1. Field Positions for Tactical Symbols
(taken from MIL-STD-2525, 5.4, Figure 3)
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APPENDIX D—LUMINANCE/CHROMINANCE VALUES (Yu'v')
FOR COLOR DISPLAYS
Yu'v' color set values are derived from normalized Red/Green/Blue (RGB) values ranging
from 0 (dark) to 1 (light). Yu'v' values are broken down into Luminance (Y) and Chrominance
(u’ and v’) components. Chromatic blue is represented by u’ and chromatic red is represented by
v’. Other output color set measures include YCbCR, YPbPr, and YIQ, which are scaled
representations of Yu'v'. YCbCR, YPbPr, and YIQ may be used if system specific. The
following equations depict the transition from normalized RGB values into the Yu'v'
components:
Luminance:

Y = (0.299)R + (0.577)G + (0.114)B
[Y values range from 0 (dark) to 1 (light)]

Chromatic Blue: u’ = (0.492)*(B - Y)
OR
= (0.436)B – (0.147)R – (0.289)
[u’ values range from -0.44 to +0.44]
Chromatic Red:

v’ = (0.877)*(R-Y)
OR
= (0.615)R – (0.515)G – (0.100)B
[v’ values range from -0.62 to +0.62]

Table D-1 represents corresponding Yu'v' values for filled dark, medium, and light symbols.
Table D-2 represents corresponding Yu'v' values for unfilled symbols.
Table D-1. Luminance/Chrominance Values for Filled MIL-STD-2525 Symbols
Dark
Medium
Affiliation
RGB
Yu'v'
RGB
Yu'v'
200, 0, 0
0.23, -0.12, 0.48
255, 48, 49 0.43, -0.12, 0.50
Hostile
200, 0, 0
0.23, -0.12, 0.48
255, 48, 49 0.43, -0.12, 0.50
Suspect
0, 107, 140
0.31, 0.12, -0.27
0, 168, 220 0.49, 0.19, -0.43
Friendly
Assumed
0, 107, 140
0.31, 0.12, -0.27
0, 168, 220 0.49, 0.19, -0.43
Friend
225, 220, 0
0.77, -0.38, 0.10
255, 255, 0 0.89, -0.44, 0.10
Unknown
0, 160, 0
0.37, -0.18, -0.32
0, 226, 0
0.52, -0.26, -.46
Neutral
80, 0, 80
0.13, 0.09, 0.16
128, 0, 128
0.21, 0.14, 0.26
COMAIR
* All colors conform to MIL-STD-2525 except for COMAIR.
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Light*
RGB
Yu'v'
255, 128, 128
0.65, -0.07, 0.31
255, 128, 128
0.65, -0.07, 0.31
128, 224, 255
0.78, 0.11, -0.24
128, 224, 255

0.78, 0.11, -0.24

255, 255, 128
170, 255, 170
255, 161, 255

0.94, -0.22, 0.05
0.86, -0.10, -0.17
0.78, 0.11, 0.19
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Table D-2. Luminance/Chrominance Values for
Unfilled MIL-STD-2525 Symbols
Unfilled Color Set
RGB
Yu'v'
255, 0, 0
0.30, -0.15, 0.61
Hostile
255, 48, 49
0.43, -0.12, 0.50
Suspect*
0, 255, 255
0.70, 0.15, 0.61
Friendly
0,
168,
220
0.49,
0.19, -0.43
Assumed Friend*
255, 255, 0
0.89, -.044, 0.10
Unknown
0, 255, 0
0.59, -0.29, -0.51
Neutral
COMAIR†
255, 0, 255
0.41, 0.29, 0.51
* Suspect and Assumed Friend Tracks utilize Medium Filled Color Sets (Sect. 5.2.1).
† All colors conform to MIL-STD-2525 except for COMAIR.
Affiliation
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APPENDIX E—ALTERNATE UNFILLED COLOR SET
The following unfilled color set should be used as an alternative to the MIL-STD-2525
unfilled color set, as specified in Section 5.2.2 of this document, when full-color gun display
options are not permitted. The alternate color unfilled color set has been validated in former
studies against Aegis de-saturated backgrounds (refer to Appendix B for Aegis background
specifications). Table E-1 depicts the unfilled air tracks across battle dimensions, using the
alternate unfilled color set. Table E-2 depicts the alternate unfilled color set for these values:
Red/Green/Blue (RGB); hue, saturation, and luminance (HSL); and luminance/chrominance
values (Yu'v').
Table E-1. Unfilled Air Tracks (Alternate Color Set)
Affiliation

Unfilled Set

Hostile

Unknown

Friendly

Neutral

Assumed Friend

Suspect

COMAIR
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Table E-2. RGB, HSL, and Yu'v' Values
for Alternate Unfilled Colors
Alternate Unfilled Color Set
Affiliation
RGB
HSL
Yu'v'
255, 48, 49
0, 255, 152
0.43, -0.12, 0.50
Hostile
255, 48, 49
0, 255, 152
0.43, -0.12, 0.50
Suspect*
49, 206, 255
138, 255, 152
0.64, 0.18, -0.39
Friendly
0, 168, 220
138, 255, 110
0.49, 0.19, -0.43
Assumed Friend*
255, 255, 0
42, 255, 128
0.89, -.044, 0.10
Unknown
98, 255, 98
85, 255, 177
0.74, -0.17, -0.31
Neutral
COMAIR†
255, 0, 255
213, 255, 128
0.41, 0.29, 0.51
* Suspect and Assumed Friend Tracks utilize Medium Filled Color Sets (Sect. 5.2.1).
† All colors conform to MIL-STD-2525 except for COMAIR.
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APPENDIX F—RECOMMENDED FILTER SETTINGS
Based upon a series of empirical studies and expert usability feedback, using MIL-STD-2525
within an Open Architecture (OA) component symbology filter, the following filtering options
are recommended. In total, the following filter setting capabilities are designed to optimize and
take advantage of MIL-STD-2525 symbology. Differences between MIL-STD-2525 and current
versions of Aegis Display System (ADS)/Naval Tactical Display System (NTDS) and the Ship
Self-Defense System (SSDS) symbology sets should preclude merely back-fitting symbol
rendering systems to accommodate MIL-STD-2525 symbology. Such measures obviate the
advantages of using MIL-STD-2525. Table F-1 lists the suggested global filter settings that will
apply to all tracks upon the tactical display. Table F-2 lists the local setting filters for battle
dimension, affiliation, and battle dimension X affiliation as well as individual track filters.
Table F-1. Global Filter Settings
Track Characteristics
Symbol Size
Frame Color
Symbol Fill
Neutral Notch
Symbol Color**
Track Tags
Speed Leaders
Track History
Deemphasized Symbols
Symbol Framing

Filter Settings*
Enlarged
Default*
Reduced
Dot
Black*
White
Filled*
Unfilled
Standard Fill*
Notch Fill
Lighter Set*
Ú
Darker Set
On
Off*
On*
Off
On
Off*
Normal*
Dim
On*
Off
TBD

Implementation Guide (Section)
5.3, 6.3
5.2.3, 6.5
5.2.1 – 5.2.2, 6.2
5.5, 6.12
5.2.1, 6.4
5.12, 6.7
5.10, 6.6
6.8
5.2.1.1, 6.8
6.9

6.10
Icon/Symbol Amplification
* Default setting
** Symbol Color may have either continuous or multiple intermittent settings.
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Table F-2. Battle Dimension/Affiliation Filters and Individual Track Filter Settings
Track Characteristics
Filter Settings*
Implementation Guide (Section)
Symbol Size
Symbol Fill
Symbol Color**
Track Tags
Speed Leaders
Track History
Deemphasized Symbols
Symbol Framing

Enlarged
Default*
Reduced
Dot
Filled*
Unfilled
Lighter Set*
Ú
Darker Set
On
Off*
On*
Off
On
Off*
Normal*
Dim
On*
Off
TBD

5.3, 6.3
5.2.1 – 5.2.2, 6.2

Icon/Symbol Amplification
* Default setting
** Symbol Color may have either continuous or multiple intermittent settings.

5.2.1, 6.4
5.12, 6.7
5.10, 6.6
6.11
5.2.1.1, 6.8
6.9
6.10

Example screenshots of a prototypical filter’s graphical user interface (GUI) are depicted in
the figures that follow. Figure F-1 illustrates the top-level GUI, which provides the watchstander
a means to make global changes to the symbology as well as make changes across battle
dimensions, affiliations, or a combination of the two. Figure F-2 illustrates an example filter
menu for rendering all air tracks. Finally, Figure F-3 represents potential tailored settings that
may be incorporated into the symbol filter.

Figure F-1. Example Filter
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Figure F-2. Example Filter Options

Figure F-3. Example Filter Tailoring Mechanisms
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APPENDIX G—IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE REQUIREMENTS TERMINOLOGY
The following requirements terms are hereby specified in order to clearly delineate items
within the Implementation Guide that range from mandatory to optional.
Shall denotes a requirement that the implementer must provide to the operator.
Shall not denotes an item/method/tool that is prohibited for implementation.
Should denotes an item/method/tool that is to be implemented unless extenuating reasons or
circumstances deem it inappropriate or unfeasible.
Should not denotes an item/method/tool whose incorporation is not recommended unless
extenuating circumstances or needs dictate its implementation.
May denotes an item/method/tool that is optional for implementation. Items defined as MAY
often provide nominal or modest benefit to the operator but are high in terms of
implementation costs.
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SAN DIEGO CA 92147

1/1

DEFENSE TECH INFORMATION CTR
8725 JOHN J KINGMAN RD
SUITE 0944
FORT BELVOIR VA 22060-6218
ATTN TECHNICAL LIBRARY
(CODE A76)
COMMANDING OFFICER
NSWC PANAMA CITY
6703 W HIGHWAY 98
PANAMA CITY FL 32407-7001

ATTN JOHN CHIN
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS SECTION
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
101 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON DC 20540-4172
BASIC COMMERCE & INDUSTRIES INC
17010 DAHLGREN RD SUITE 6
KING GEORGE VA 22485
ATTN DOCUMENT CENTER
THE CNA CORPORATION
4825 MARK CENTER DRIVE
ALEXANDRIA VA 22311-1850

3/1

1/1
1/1

INTERNAL
W
W05
W60
W62
W62 (DAVIDSON)
Z
Z31 (TECHNICAL LIBRARY)

1/1
1/1

(1)

1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/1
1/0
2/1
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(2)

